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ABSTRACT

Pretraining language models led to significant improvements for NLP tasks. However, recent studies confirm that most language models exhibit a myriad of social biases related to different demographic variables such as gender, race, or religion. In this work, we exploit this implicit knowledge of stereotypes to create an end-to-end stereotype detector using solely a language model. Existing literature on quantifying social biases functions at model-level, evaluating trained models such as word embeddings, contextual sentence encoders, or co-reference resolution systems. In this work, we focus on measuring stereotypes at data-level, computing bias scores for natural language sentences and documents. We evaluate the effectiveness of our pipeline on publicly available benchmarks.

1 INTRODUCTION

Language models such as BERT [7] and GPT3 [2] show impressive performance in Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks. However, the uncontrolled training on widely available corpora cursed current language models with the disposition to inherit social biases and stereotypes exhibited in the training data. A great effort has been directed toward understanding the nature of stereotypes in NLP models [1, 3]. More relevant to our work, Nadeem et al. [19] and Nangia et al. [20] quantified bias in language models, and established that they exhibit social biases. This means that models like BERT reflect and amplify stereotypes toward historically disadvantaged groups [24]. Such intense focus on model-level bias detection left its equivalent at data-level barely explored. This is mainly due to the difficulty of defining bias given a snippet of raw text, a lack of knowledge bases capturing the most occurring prejudices in human cognition, and pipelines to exploit such knowledge in computing meaningful bias scores.

Despite the widespread negative sentiment toward language models’ tendency to display social biases, we flip this judgement on its head, and consider this feature as a useful knowledge to leverage in detecting bias at the data level. Biased language models give us an opportunity to discern the common stereotypes which have been automatically learned as a by-product of pre-training. For example, given the sentence "The physician hired the secretary because [MASK] was overwhelmed with clients.", a balanced language model should yield comparable probabilities for the mask to be either he or she. However, biased language models prefer the pronoun he considerably more because physicians are stereotyped to be men rather than women.

In this work, we explore the idea of regarding language models as knowledge bases for social stereotypes and prejudices. We introduce BiasMeter: a pipeline to quantify social biases given a sentence or a document. BiasMeter functions by masking words related to social groups. Then, it compares and combines the probabilities of potential words to fill in the mask, produced by language models, as in the example above. In order to do so, BiasMeter needs a list of definition words characterizing each social group, and a set of social groups describing each demographic variable (or bias type). For example, to be able to capture stereotypes related to the race demographic variable, BiasMeter expects racial groups (i.e., Whites, Blacks, Asians, Hispanics, etc.), where each group must be described by a set of definition words (e.g., hispanic, latino, latina, mexican... for the Hispanics group). More detail about BiasMeter’s pipeline is presented in Section 3. We evaluate BiasMeter’s ability to detect biases using two publicly available datasets: StereoSet [19] and CrowS-Pairs [20] which are designed to measure bias in language models. We find that the accuracy of BiasMeter is 86.03% on StereoSet and 69.42% on CrowS-Pairs. This result demonstrates that BiasMeter is capable of utilizing most stereotypical associations implicitly provided by language models. We also use BiasMeter to detect the most biased sentences in OntoNotes 5.0 [27] dataset for co-reference resolution, and MNLI dataset [26] for inference, and remove them from the benchmarks. We find that after training with the reduced data, the resulting models are less prone to exhibit social stereotypes. We present related work, BiasMeter pipeline and experiments in next sections.

2 RELATED WORK

Stereotypes have been exposed at various steps of the NLP pipeline: at data-level [5], representation-level [1, 3], and model-level [19, 20, 28]. Caliskan et al. [3] adapted the Implicit Association Test [9] from psychology into NLP using cosine similarity between groups of words, and discovered that GloVe [21] embeddings are biased. Bolukbasi et al. [1] used gendered pairs (e.g., he-sh, man-woman) to construct the gender direction in the embedding space before debiasing. Other works attempted to debias word embeddings [4, 8, 11, 12, 16, 17, 25] using different techniques. In contrast, BiasMeter is not designed for debiasing purposes. Nevertheless, it can be used to debias downstream NLP applications by removing the most biased instances in the data before training as we show in Section 4. Other works quantified bias at the model-level. Zhao et al. [28] and Rudinger et al. [23] established that modern co-reference resolution systems are stereotyped. Likewise, Nadeem et al. [19] and
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Nangia et al. [20] measured the extent of prejudice in language models. They created assessment benchmarks via crowdsourcing, organized as pairs of sentences and ordered from the most stereotyped to the least. They masked words related to social groups and used language models to compute their probabilities. They ranked the sentences and checked if the stereotype order is preserved. We also use word probabilities in our work as a basis for bias scores. The difference is that, while our goal is to assign a numeric measurement of bias to an input sentence, theirs is to quantify bias with respect to the underlying language model.

Cryan et al. [5] is the closest work to ours in terms of data-level bias detection. The authors propose two approaches to detect gender bias in text. The first is lexicon-based, where they compute the degree of masculinity and femininity of every word in a document through supervised binary classification, before summing word scores to compute the overall gender score of the document. The second approach fine-tunes a BERT-based model with a classification head to do the same. Most works discussed above only considered gender bias, while BiasMeter can be adapted to capture any kind of stereotype with minimal effort. Besides, the major advantage of our work is that it is unsupervised. We use language models as black boxes without any further fine-tuning, eliminating the need for expensive training data. Treating language models as black boxes for subsequent tasks such as knowledge bases [22], or fact checkers [15] has already proved its worth. We extend this line of investigation by showing that they can also benefit stereotype research in NLP.

3 PIPELINE FOR QUANTIFYING BIAS

BiasMeter defines a demographic variable by its constituent social groups. For example, a possible, albeit conveniently simplistic definition of binary gender can be given with two groups: Men and Women. Likewise, a common yet basic interpretation of race comprises Whites, Blacks, Asians and Hispanics. Each social group has a set of non-overlapping definition words that characterizes it and distinguishes it from the other groups. Figure 1 gives an example of such definitions. We included three demographic variables in the figure. However, BiasMeter can be adapted to reason about any kind of stereotypes, with any number of social groups. We leave the task of choosing and defining the demographic variables, their respective social groups and their definition words to the user of BiasMeter. Figure 1 illustrates the pipeline of BiasMeter, which takes a sentence as input, and reports bias scores as output (A positive score means that the input sentence exhibits a common stereotype as given by the language model; a negative score shows that the sentence represents an anti-stereotype. The intensities depict how strong the agreement/disagreement with model stereotypes are). In the following, we describe each step of this pipeline.

Masking. Given the input text, there is a need to identify the words describing social groups. After tokenization, we feed each word in the input to a set of classifiers. BiasMeter trains a classifier for each demographic variable where the classes are the corresponding social groups, in addition to a negative class (‘Other’). We use 2-layer neural networks and GloVe embeddings to train the classifiers with the list of definition words as training data. In "Black girls are bad at sports," girls is classified as Woman while the remaining words are Other. Similarly, the race classifier associates the class Black to the word Black while all other words in the sentence are Other. The religion classifier in Figure 1 does not detect any word related to any religious social group. BiasMeter masks all words with a group class (not Other), and prepares a masked query for each demographic variable.

Probing Language Models. The underlying language model assigns a likelihood to every token in the definition words corresponding to the demographic variable in question. In "Black [MASK] are bad at sports", the language model considers feminine words as more likely to fill in the blank than masculine words. The tendency of language models to favor stereotypical associations is illustrated in Figure 1, where different words relating to different social groups do not have the same likelihoods to fill in the mask, while they should be equally likely in unbiased settings.

Although we acknowledge that our definitions of social groups are neither complete nor exhaustive, and recognize that there are many important ethical design principles and considerations when studying human beings in NLP [10, 13], in this paper, we follow existing research and limit our study to the most prevalent social groups.
Table 1: Accuracy of BiasMeter on StereoSet and CrowSet-Pairs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Religion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>StereoSet</td>
<td>86.03</td>
<td>66.86</td>
<td>91.42</td>
<td>82.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrowSet-Pairs</td>
<td>69.42</td>
<td>65.65</td>
<td>70.54</td>
<td>73.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Normalization & Aggregation. BiasMeter takes the mean of likelihoods for all words belonging to the same social group in order to assign a single likelihood value for each group. Then, it normalizes the likelihoods such that they sum to 1. In Figure 1, masculine words have a probability of 0.22 to fill the mask of the gender query, while feminine words have a probability of 0.78. The same applies to race. The differences in group likelihoods suggest that stereotypes are indeed encoded into language models.

Computing Bias Scores. BiasMeter exploits the difference in likelihoods to compute an overall bias score for each demographic variable. The equation is given below.

\[
\text{bias}(s, d) = \frac{1}{SG(d, g)} \left( \sum_{g' \in SG(d, g)} \mathbb{P}(g'|s) - \mathbb{P}(g|\text{sentence}) \right)
\]

Where \(s\) is the input sentence, \(d\) is the demographic variable, \(g\) is the social group described in \(s\), \(SG(d, g)\) is a function returning all social groups of the demographic variable \(d\) except for \(g\). \(\mathbb{P}(\text{group}|\text{sentence})\) is the aggregated language modeling function. In Figure 1, women have higher likelihoods than men, hence the bias score is 36%, suggesting the input sentence is pro-stereotypical with respect to gender. However, Blacks have lower probabilities than the other races. Thus, the bias score for Blacks is -29.33%, meaning that the input sentence is anti-stereotypical for race.

4 EXPERIMENTS

In our experiments, we use BERT [7] as the underlying language model, and consider three demographic variables: binary gender, race, and religion. For simplicity, we follow previous work [18] and define two classes for gender (Man and Woman), five classes for race (White, Black, Asian, Hispanic, Arab), and three classes for religion (Muslim, Christian, Jew). We collect gender definition words from Bolukbasi et al. [1], religion words from Manzini et al. [18]. As for race, we attribute for each racial group a subset of nationality words hinting to the race\(^2\). In what follows, we evaluate the accuracy of BiasMeter, and show how our pipeline can be used to remove biased instances from training data.

4.1 Evaluating the accuracy of BiasMeter

We test BiasMeter on two publicly available benchmarks: StereoSet development set [19] and CrowSet-Pairs [20]. Both datasets contain pro-stereotypical and anti-stereotypical sentences. We cast the accuracy of BiasMeter as its ability to compute a positive bias score for pro-stereotypical sentences, and a negative one for anti-stereotypical sentences. Table 1 summarizes the results.

We observe that the accuracy on CrowSet-Pairs is lower than that on StereoSet. We suspect this is due to the extensive use of proper names in CrowSet-Pairs to denote social groups. For example, in “The police looked at Jamal suspiciously”\(^3\), the name Jamal suggests that the sentence is about the Male class for gender, and the Arab class for race. However, BiasMeter does not detect social groups given proper names in its current version; that is why it has harder time on CrowSet-Pairs than on StereoSet. Supporting proper names is a promising direction for future work. Also, we notice that gender is harder than race and religion. We believe this owes to the fact that pronouns such as he or she are used in the definitions of social groups related to gender. However, these pronouns are pervasive in natural language, and they may be used in the benchmarks without necessarily aiming to stereotype gender. For example, “He is an arab from the Middle East” has been tagged in StereoSet with race. However, because of the presence of He in the sentence, BiasMeter also detects gender, which falsely reduces its accuracy.

4.2 Evaluating the effect of BiasMeter on a Co-reference Resolution System

We compute the gender bias score for every sentence in OntoNotes 5.0 training dataset [27] using BiasMeter, then remove the most biased sentences. We consider several settings by removing 5%, 10%, 20%, and 50% of the data. Then, we re-train one of the best co-reference resolution systems [14] with the reduced dataset. We keep the same hyperparameters as in the original paper, and train the co-reference model for 70k steps. To assess the degree of stereotypes exhibited by the downstream co-reference system, we utilize WinoBias dataset [28]. WinoBias is composed of pro-stereotypical (PRO) and anti-stereotypical (ANTI) subsets. The PRO subset contains sentences where the gender pronoun refers to an occupation considered as belonging to the same pronoun’s gender. While in ANTI subset, the gender connotations of the occupation word and the pronoun are opposite. For example, in “The physician hired the secretary because [MASK] was overwhelmed with clients”, the MASK is replaced by he in PRO subset, and by she in ANTI subset. Table 3 reports the F1 scores of the resulting models.

\[\text{Diff} \] denotes the absolute difference between F1 scores of PRO and ANTI. As can be seen, the co-reference system trained on the entirety of OntoNotes 5.0 dataset has disparate accuracies in PRO and ANTI subsets. Thus, it is extremely biased (27.76 points in F1 difference). However, when removing the most biased sentences from the training dataset, we can see that the Diff metric decreases dramatically (10% removal yields 20.78% reduction in bias). Besides, removal does not hurt the overall performance, as can be seen in the OntoNotes column (F1 score on OntoNotes test set). We also show that randomly removing the same amounts of data does not reduce gender bias. Hence, it is safe to assume that BiasMeter did identify the most biased sentences, and can be used as a stereotype detector in sentences and documents.

4.3 Evaluating the effect of BiasMeter on an Inference Task

In NLP, inference models take in a premise and a hypothesis, and predict whether the hypothesis entails, contradicts or is neutral to the premise. As in Section 4.2, we use BiasMeter to identify the most biased training examples in the MNLI dataset [26]. Then, we remove 10%, 20% and 50% of the most biased training instances, and re-train a sentence entailment model by finetuning BERT. However, these pronouns are pervasive in natural language, and they may be used in the benchmarks without necessarily aiming to stereotype gender. For example, “He is an arab from the Middle East” has been tagged in StereoSet with race. However, because of the presence of He in the sentence, BiasMeter also detects gender, which falsely reduces its accuracy.

\[\text{Diff} \] denotes the absolute difference between F1 scores of PRO and ANTI. As can be seen, the co-reference system trained on the entirety of OntoNotes 5.0 dataset has disparate accuracies in PRO and ANTI subsets. Thus, it is extremely biased (27.76 points in F1 difference). However, when removing the most biased sentences from the training dataset, we can see that the Diff metric decreases dramatically (10% removal yields 20.78% reduction in bias). Besides, removal does not hurt the overall performance, as can be seen in the OntoNotes column (F1 score on OntoNotes test set). We also show that randomly removing the same amounts of data does not reduce gender bias. Hence, it is safe to assume that BiasMeter did identify the most biased sentences, and can be used as a stereotype detector in sentences and documents.

\[\text{Diff} \] denotes the absolute difference between F1 scores of PRO and ANTI. As can be seen, the co-reference system trained on the entirety of OntoNotes 5.0 dataset has disparate accuracies in PRO and ANTI subsets. Thus, it is extremely biased (27.76 points in F1 difference). However, when removing the most biased sentences from the training dataset, we can see that the Diff metric decreases dramatically (10% removal yields 20.78% reduction in bias). Besides, removal does not hurt the overall performance, as can be seen in the OntoNotes column (F1 score on OntoNotes test set). We also show that randomly removing the same amounts of data does not reduce gender bias. Hence, it is safe to assume that BiasMeter did identify the most biased sentences, and can be used as a stereotype detector in sentences and documents.
In order to quantify the amount bias encoded in the resulting inference models, we use the intuition of [6] which stipulates that biased entailment models lead to invalid inferences, and the ratio of such invalid inferences measures bias. Dev and al, (2020) [6] construct a challenge benchmark to evaluate bias in inference models where every hypothesis should be neutral to its premise. For example, given the hypothesis, a biased entailment model predicts "The doctor bought a dress" as premise and "The man ate a bagel" as hypothesis, a biased inference model predicts entailment, thinking that doctor is probably a man. However, the true prediction must be neutral in this case because the premise doesn’t suggest any gender for the doctor. The examples in the challenge benchmark of [6] follow this structure. Consequently, all predictions must be neutral. Any deviation from neutrality hints toward a potential presence of bias. Suppose there are M instances in the benchmark, and let the model’s probabilities of the i-th instance for entail, contradict and neutral be e_i, c_i and n_i. The metrics proposed by [6] are as follows: (1) Net Neutral (NN): \( \text{NN} = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} n_i \); (2) Fraction Neutral (FN): \( \text{FN} = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} I_{n_i = \text{max}(e_i, c_i, n_i)} \); (3) Threshold \( \tau \): \( T: r = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} I_{n_i > r} \). Table 2 reports the results. The closer these metrics are to 100, the less bias is encoded in the respective inference models.

In addition to removal, we extend a traditional debiasing technique: Counterfactual Data Augmentation (CDA), where all training examples are augmented with different groups. For instance, if there is a mention of a black person, three additional sentences with different racial mentions are added to the dataset: white, asian and hispanic. The downside of traditional CDA is that it creates massive amounts of data. We extend CDA in this experiment by augmenting not all training examples, but only the most biased of them. In other words, we generate new examples with different social groups in order to balance their mentions across the dataset. Table 2 shows that either removing or augmenting the most biased sentences as identified by BiasMeter reduces the amount of bias encoded in the models, with augmentation slightly better than removal. Also, augmenting the most biased examples removes more bias than traditional CDA. These findings suggest that the instances identified by BiasMeter are truly the most biased.

We observe that gender bias seems the hardest to mitigate in this experiment. We surmise that this limitation owes to the manner with which gender-related test instances have been constructed. In the benchmark created by Dev et al. [6] and used in this evaluation, gender is associated with occupations. For instance, we may have the premise "The doctor bought a dress" or "The dancer bought a dress", and as a hypothesis "The man bought a dress". On the other hand, race and religion are associated with polarity terms (e.g. "The adorable person prepared lunch" as a premise and "The muslim prepared lunch" as a hypothesis). We believe that gender bias was harder to reduce because it may have been confused with occupation bias in the evaluation dataset. In the example above, if "The doctor bought a dress" is the premise, the model may already regard this sentence as confusing and contradictory with its latent knowledge, and lean toward predicting "Contradiction" rather than "Neutral" without even looking at the hypothesis. Nevertheless, we observe that after removing or augmenting the most biased training instances, bias is reduced from the original models.

### Table 2: Effect of removal and augmentation of the most biased training examples on downstream inference models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Acc</th>
<th>NN</th>
<th>FN</th>
<th>T:0.5</th>
<th>Acc</th>
<th>NN</th>
<th>FN</th>
<th>T:0.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>83.23</td>
<td>72.26</td>
<td>72.16</td>
<td>72.08</td>
<td>83.23</td>
<td>72.26</td>
<td>72.16</td>
<td>72.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% Removal</td>
<td>83.74</td>
<td>71.91</td>
<td>72.70</td>
<td>72.65</td>
<td>82.80</td>
<td>71.43</td>
<td>72.50</td>
<td>72.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% Removal</td>
<td>83.94</td>
<td>85.20</td>
<td>85.90</td>
<td>85.89</td>
<td>83.90</td>
<td>85.20</td>
<td>85.90</td>
<td>85.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% Removal</td>
<td>82.36</td>
<td>76.59</td>
<td>76.83</td>
<td>76.78</td>
<td>83.50</td>
<td>76.59</td>
<td>76.83</td>
<td>76.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 3: F1 score (%) on the coreference system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rate of Removal</th>
<th>OntoNotes</th>
<th>PRO</th>
<th>ANTI</th>
<th>Avg</th>
<th>Diff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>71.60</td>
<td>76.22</td>
<td>48.46</td>
<td>62.34</td>
<td>27.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5% most biased</td>
<td>71.43</td>
<td>73.56</td>
<td>53.31</td>
<td>63.44</td>
<td>20.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% most biased</td>
<td>71.37</td>
<td>65.28</td>
<td>58.30</td>
<td>61.79</td>
<td>6.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% most biased</td>
<td>69.71</td>
<td>68.94</td>
<td>56.13</td>
<td>62.54</td>
<td>12.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% most biased</td>
<td>67.88</td>
<td>70.00</td>
<td>54.38</td>
<td>62.19</td>
<td>15.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5% random</td>
<td>71.62</td>
<td>74.78</td>
<td>52.12</td>
<td>63.45</td>
<td>22.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% random</td>
<td>71.49</td>
<td>76.18</td>
<td>49.99</td>
<td>63.09</td>
<td>26.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% random</td>
<td>70.76</td>
<td>72.34</td>
<td>51.79</td>
<td>62.07</td>
<td>20.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% random</td>
<td>68.60</td>
<td>74.11</td>
<td>52.43</td>
<td>63.27</td>
<td>21.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 CONCLUSION

We introduced BiasMeter, an extensible pipeline that measures bias in a sentence or a document. BiasMeter employs language models as knowledge bases for the implicit stereotypes encoded therein. It can be adapted to quantify any demographic variable as long as social groups and their definition words are provided. Future directions include assessing the impact of definition word choice on BiasMeter’s accuracy, as well as fine-tuning the language model to become better acquainted with common stereotypes.
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